GENERAL BRAND CAMPAIGN: CHANNEL, NETWORK OR PLATFORM

ALL THAT WE SHARE - CONNECTED
TV 2 DENMARK

DJ - DISNEY JUNIOR REFRESH 60"
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

DISCOVERY - WANTED
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV

TV 2 SPORT X
TV 2 DENMARK

C MORE: ADDICTED TO DRAMA
VALVE MOTION

DPLAY X ANIMAL PLANET
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV

GENERAL BRAND DESIGN PACKAGE: CHANNEL, NETWORK OR PLATFORM

USHUAÏA TV NEW BRANDING
GÉDÉON

DISCOVERY REBRAND
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV

HISTOIRE TV NEW BRANDING
GÉDÉON

DMAX REDESIGN
DISCOVERY COMMUNICATIONS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH & CO. KG

OKOO / FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS
GÉDÉON

FC BARCELONA/ BARÇA TV BRAND IDENTITY
FC BARCELONA/RED BEE
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ANNOUNCEMENT SPOT

ALL THAT WE SHARE - CONNECTED
TV 2 DENMARK

LISTEN TO THE PLANET
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

THE DANISH GENERAL ELECTION
TV 2 DENMARK

FIGHT CANCER
TV 2 DENMARK

EARLY BIRDS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY SPOT
STARLIGHT MEDIA

DENMARK PLANTS TREES
TV 2 DENMARK

OTT/VOD/WEBSITE/INTERACTIVE SERVICE SPOT

TV4 PLAY HEART SUMMER
TV4 MEDIA

HBO EUROPE THE CURE
HBO EUROPE

TV 2 PLAY - STREAMING IN DANISH
TV 2 DENMARK

INSTANT SUMMER
FINNISH BROADCASTING COMPANY YLE

DRAMA ON UKTV PLAY
UKTV CREATIVE

ARTE CONCERT
ARTE
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SPECIAL EVENT SPOT

DAVE EPG MOVE
UKTV CREATIVE

FOX NEW SEASON TVC
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

UNTOLD STORIES OF WW2
A+E NETWORKS

THE LION OF VENICE
RAI RAI TELEVISIONE ITALIANA

SHOOT IN SHOT
FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL

THE DANISH GENERAL ELECTION
TV 2 DENMARK

ON-AIR IDENT CAMPAIGN (IN-HOUSE)

DISNEY CHANNEL HOME ASSISTANT IDENTs
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

HGTV IDENTs
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV

30 YEARS AFTER THE FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL
DW DEUTSHE WELLE

PURE CHARACTER SERIES CAMPAIGN
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION - CREATIVE CENTER

ITV CREATES
ITV CREATIVE

TLC IDENTs
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV
ON-AIR IDENT CAMPAIGN (OUT-OF-HOUSE)

EDITORIAL IDS
A&E TELEVISION NETWORKS ITALY SRL

CHRISTMAS IDENTS 2019
ARTE

OKOO / FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS
GÉDÉON

RAI 5
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

ILLUSTRATIONS
ARD DESIGN AND PRESENTATION / ERSTES DEUTSCHES FERNSEHEN / LUXLOTUSLINER GMBH

VIASAT HISTORY IDENTS
VIASAT WORLD

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN FOR A CHANNEL

ALL THAT WE SHARE - CONNECTED
TV 2 DENMARK

DPLAY X ANIMAL PLANET
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV

FIGHT CANCER
TV 2 DENMARK

TNT-COIN
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

PREMIERE YOURSELF
FOX PORTUGAL

DENMARK PLANTS TREES
TV 2 DENMARK
CHANNEL LOGO DESIGN ACROSS MULTIPLE MEDIA

TV 2 PLAY - VISUAL BRAND IDENTITY
TV 2 DENMARK

OKOO / FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS
GÉDÉON

DOMASHNIY LOGO
JSC NEW CHANNEL

NEW TCM LOGO DESIGN
WARNER MEDIA/ TCM SPAIN

INSIGHT TV
CAPEROCK

RTLZWEI REDESIGN 2019
RTLZWEI
BEST INTEGRATED MARKETING CAMPAIGN FOR A CHANNEL, NETWORK OR PLATFORM

ALL THAT WE SHARE – CONNECTED
TV 2 DENMARK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC NEW WEBSITE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP

FORT BOYARD: TREASURE HUNT
JSC CTC NETWORK

OMG DECEMBER
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV

OKOO / FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS
GÉDÉON

ZIE ZO VPRO
VPRO

THE DANISH GENERAL ELECTION
TV 2 DENMARK

BAG TO NATURE
JSC CTC NETWORK

PREMIERE YOURSELF
FOX PORTUGAL
CHANNEL KEY ART - PRINT OR DIGITAL

TLC: OMG! DECEMBER
*DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV*

ALL THAT WE SHARE – CONNECTED
*TV 2 DENMARK*

DAVE ALWAYS ON A GUIDE TO STANDING
*UKTV CREATIVE*

SCORSESE LOVES TCM
*WARNER MEDIA/ TCM SPAIN*

TV 2 PLAY - STREAMING IN DANISH
*TV 2 DENMARK*

CHANNEL KEY ART CAMPAIGN - PRINT OR DIGITAL

FRIDAY LOVES YOU!
*FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL*

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC NEW WEBSITE
*FOX NETWORKS GROUP*

TV 2 PLAY - STREAMING IN DANISH
*TV 2 DENMARK*

DIMASHNIY ON COMO, ITALY
*JSC NEW CHANNEL*

OKOO / FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS
*GÉDÉON*

TCM CINEMA SPOILER ALERT
*WARNERMEDIA CREATIVE SERVICES PARIS*
BRAND IMAGE PROMO

HBO EUROPE WILL ROCK YOU
HBO EUROPE

ESSENTIAL VIEWING
COSMO SPAIN

INSTANT SUMMER
FINNISH BROADCASTING COMPANY YLE

ALL HEROES ONE UNIVERSE
KINO TV LTD

FRANCE TELEVISIONS SNOWMAN
FRANCE TELEVISIONS

RAI STORIA
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana

I’M NOT CRYING, YOU ARE!

CLIMATE CHANGE THE FACTS
BBC STUDIOS

ALL THAT WE SHARE - CONNECTED
TV 2 DENMARK

THE ABUSED ON CHANNEL 5
V CREATIVE

HUMAN_RIGHTS
ALJAZEERA_MEDIA_NETWORK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC WILD: SPEAKING FOR THE SPEECHLESS - SAVE THIS RHINO
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EUROPE & AFRICA

FIGHT CANCER
TV 2 DENMARK
BEST DIRECTION

WATAHA (THE PACK) SEASON 3 TEASER
HBO EUROPE

FIGHT CANCER
TV 2 DENMARK

ESSENTIAL VIEWING
COSMO SPAIN

INSTANT SUMMER
FINNISH BROADCASTING COMPANY YLE

FLACK
UKTV CREATIVE

UMBRE (SHADOWS) SEASON 3 TEASER
HBO EUROPE

INTERSTITIAL PROMO

ALL THAT WE SHARE - CONNECTED
TV 2 DENMARK

A-Z OF FRIENDS ON COMEDY CENTRAL
V CREATIVE

MIGHTY TRUCKERS - MEATBALL SANDWICH
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV

FAN FRIDAY HEART
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

TVN AUTUMN 2019
TVN DISCOVERY POLAND

TV 2 PLAY - STREAMING IN DANISH
TV 2 DENMARK
SHORT-FORM PROMOTIONAL CONTENT

#VICTORYFONT TEASER
   RT
   FIGHT CANCER
   TV 2 DENMARK
   SHORTEST AD
   SBS BELGIUM

#VICTORYFONT FEATURES
   RT
   OBESITY “BEYOND THE BODY”
   DISCOVERY CREATIVE ITALIA
   TV 2 PLAY - STREAMING IN DANISH
   TV 2 DENMARK

LONG-FORM PROMOTIONAL CONTENT

BULLETPROOF
   NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS
   ALL THAT WE SHARE - CONNECTED
   TV 2 DENMARK
   PART OF THE FAMILY
   VALVE MOTION
   PEDRO!
   TV8 SKY ITALIA
   UNTOUCHABLE
   SILK FACTORY
   ITV DRAMA FESTIVAL 2019 REEL
   ZEALOT UK
FUNNIEST PROMO

THE UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
MATCH PREMIER

THE GODFATHER TRILOGY
DMAX SPAIN

CLASSIC SEAGAL
NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS

A-Z OF FRIENDS ON COMEDY CENTRAL
V CREATIVE

ONLY FOOLS & HORSES: THE OPERA
UKTV CREATIVE

HARRY POTTER
REN TV CHANNEL

MARKETING VIDEO/SIZZLE REEL/PRESENTATION (INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL)

THE RIGHT KIND OF MOVIES
TNT4

NBCU SPICE UP
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS GERMANY

VIS A VIS - CASE PIEDAD KEY ART
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

SCREENFORCEDAYS_OPENING_DISCOVERY
DISCOVERY COMMUNICATIONS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH & CO. KG

SKY NATIONAL INCLUSION WEEK 2019
SKY CREATIVE AGENCY

ITV STUDIOS 2019 REEL
ZEALOT UK
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EXPERIENTIAL OR STUNT PROMOTION FOR A CONSUMER EVENT

PROVEN INNOCENT
NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS

THE SWEET IMPALEMENT
FOX PORTUGAL

DMAX "NAKED AND AFRAID" TEMPORARY SHOP
DISCOVERY CREATIVE ITALIA

FRIENDS 25TH - FAN EVENT
COMEDY CENTRAL

SEVEN WORLDS ONE PLANET
BBC STUDIOS CREATIVE

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SCIENCE FESTIVAL
FOX NETWORKS GROUP

BEST NEW CONCEPT/INNOVATION

PREMIERE YOURSELF
FOX PORTUGAL

ALL THAT WE SHARE - CONNECTED
TV 2 DENMARK

THE GAME OF BALCONIES
MOVISTAR+

KIA BRAKE
SBS BELGIUM

KITCHEN. IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
JSC CTC NETWORK

FOXPLAY ECOMMERCE
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA
USE OF EDITING

THE RIGHT KIND OF MOVIES
  TNT4

RUSSIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
  MATCH PREMIER

A-Z OF FRIENDS ON COMEDY CENTRAL
  V CREATIVE

HBO EUROPE WILL ROCK YOU
  HBO EUROPE

SHOOT IN SHOT
  FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET
  VIACOM CEEI

OSCAR_BREATHE
  HELLENIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS S.A. (COSMOTE TV)
USE OF COPYWRITING

A - Z OF FRIENDS ON COMEDY CENTRAL
V CREATIVE

COME TO US OUR LEAGUE
SPORT TV PORTUGAL

ESSENTIAL VIEWING
COSMO

MTV EMA HOST SPOT
V CREATIVE

INSTANT SUMMER
WOLFRAM ENTERTAINMENT INC.

DR PIMPLE POPPER - TLC
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

USE OF ANIMATION

STARGATE ATLANTIS
NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS

ORIENT EXPRESS
NENT CREATIVE

MARMOTS MOVIES
FRANCE 3

DANCING ON ICE
ITV CREATIVE

OKOO / FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS
GÉDÉON

FEF _02
RAI RADIODIRETTO TELEVISIONE ITALIANA
USE OF MOTION GRAPHICS

GOING UNDERGROUND 2019 PROMO
  RT

UNTOLD STORIES OF WW2
  A+E NETWORKS

FAN FRIDAY HEART
  THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

IAAF WORLD ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS DOHA - FRANCE TELEVISIONS
  FRANCE TELEVISIONS

FEF_02
  RAI RADIODUE TELEVISIONE ITALIANA

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: INSIDE INCREDIBLE MACHINES UK LAUNCH
  NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EUROPE & AFRICA

USE OF MUSIC

POLICE ACADEMY
  TNT4

CLIMATE CHANGE THE FACTS
  BBC STUDIOS

HBO EUROPE WILL ROCK YOU
  HBO EUROPE

GUESS I’M GLAD YOU’RE NOT DEAD
  TV4 MEDIA

FOX FREAKS
  FOX NETWORKS GROUP GERMANY

THE PLANETS
  BBC STUDIOS CREATIVE
USE OF ORIGINAL MUSIC/SCORE

127 HOURS
TNT4

FOX NEW SEASON TVC
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

15 YEARS OF FEAR
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

A-Z OF FRIENDS ON COMEDY CENTRAL
V CREATIVE

FEF_02
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana

RISE OF DYNASTY KNIE
SRF

USE OF MUSIC WITH ORIGINAL LYRICS

CHICAGO FIRE FAN REEL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS GERMANY

AMC WALKER’S WONDERLAND
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

PROMO VIDEO FOR KINOSEMYA TV-CHANNEL
BPU Red Media LLC

FOX 2020
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

MOTOR SPORTS PROMO
TV8 SKY ITALIA

CLASSIC SEAGAL
NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS
USE OF SOUND DESIGN

127 HOURS
TNT4

LISTEN TO THE PLANET
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

PICTURE-IN-PICTURE MANIA
TV4 MEDIA

DISCOVERY ULTRA
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV

FEEL THE RHYTHM
REN TV CHANNEL

APRIL BRINGS EVERYTHING
TV4 MEDIA

ON-AIR TYPOGRAPHY

#VICTORYFONT TEASER
RT

'MONSTERS'
A&E TELEVISION NETWORKS ITALY SRL

HISTOIRE TV
GÉDÉON

THE ABUSED ON CHANNEL 5
V CREATIVE

#VICTORYFONT FEATURES
RT

STRIKING JULY MOVIES
JSC CTC NETWORK
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SET DESIGN (PHYSICAL OR DIGITAL)

TOUR DE FRANCE STUDIO
TV 2 DENMARK

AVENGERS OF THE FINNISH ENTERTAINMENT WORLD
NELONEN MEDIA CREATIVE

DOUBLE STUNT
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION - CREATIVE CENTER

NEWS STUDIO TV 2 DENMARK
TV 2 DENMARK

NDR - MULTIFUNCTIONAL STUDIO
NDR - NORDDEUTSCHER RUNDFUNK

BTV NEWS AND CA STUDIO COMPLEX
BTV MEDIA GROUP, BULGARIA

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

LISTEN TO THE PLANET
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

EVIDENCE OF EVIL
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

MOON STUNT
A+E NETWORKS

ALL HEROES ONE UNIVERSE
KINO TV LTD

JURASSIC PARK
JSC CTC NETWORK

EASTER FASHION WEEK
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA
BEST WORK NEVER SEEN

UNWELCOME MAY
TV4 MEDIA

RICK & MORTY
VIACOM CEEI

X FACTOR - THE CROWDSURF
TV 2 DENMARK

LETHAL TUESDAY - DANCE - PARAMOUNT NETWORK SPAIN
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)

SEX EDUCATION SEASON 2 TEASER
ZEALOT UK

SPIKE AFTER DARK - SPIKE ITALY
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)
BEST NEW TALENT

DANIEL Å LOFTI HANSEN - BEST NEW TALENT
NENT CREATIVE

OLIVIA HARVEY - JUNIOR DESIGNER, RED BEE
BEE CREATIVE

JAKOB BO VEIBEL JENSEN
TV 2 DENMARK

FRANCESCO ARGENTINI
A&E TELEVISION NETWORKS ITALY SRL

MATT ALLEN - BEST NEW TALENT
NENT CREATIVE

MIGUEL VEIGA - BEST NEW TALENT
VUBIQUITY - VU CREATIVE

ANOUK KRIEF
DISCOVERY FRANCE
GENERAL PROGRAMME IMAGE CAMPAIGN

HANDBALL WORLD CUP - GET CLOSER
TV 2 DENMARK

STARGATE ATLANTIS
NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS

HBO MOMENTS SPOKESPERSON CAMPAIGN
HBO EUROPE

CHRISTMAS AT BLOOD MOUNTAIN
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORWAY

FAN FRIDAY
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

THE LION OF VENICE
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

GENERAL PROGRAMME DESIGN PACKAGE

SIREN S2 CAMPAIGN
NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS

THE DANISH GENERAL ELECTION
TV 2 DENMARK

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR DESIGN
ARTE

SRF ZWEI PROMO PACKAGE
SRF

HORROR CHRISTMAS
Viacom CEEI

COSMOTE SPORT GAME R1
HELLENIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS S.A. (COSMOTE TV)
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC LOGO

ARGENTINA ELECTIONS COVERAGE LOGO

PROST MORTEM LOGO

ROAST BATTLE SEASON 2 LOGO

OPENING SEQUENCE FOR A PROGRAMME “BLACK LIST”

HOLIDAY/SEASONAL PROGRAMME SPOTS

EASTER FASHION WEEK

THE RIGHT KIND OF MOVIES

BIG BANG THEORY - FLU

THE LION OF VENICE

FRANCE TELEVISIONS SNOWMAN

HORROR CHRISTMAS
PROGRAMME SPECIAL EVENT SPOTS

THE RIGHT KIND OF MOVIES
TNT4

THE DANISH GENERAL ELECTION
TV 2 DENMARK

GRAPHIC “OPERA TRAILERS”
ARTE

ALL HEROES ONE UNIVERSE
KINO TV LTD

FEF_02
RAI RADITELEVISIONE ITALIANA

POLICE ACADEMY
TNT4

PROGRAMME SPONSOR TIE- IN/MARKETING ACTIVITY

TINKA AND THE KING’S GAME
TV 2 DENMARK

STRANGER80S
NETFLIX

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, ESTRELLA DAMM & THE MEDITERRANEAN
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

HISTORIA MEN IN BLACK
THE HISTORY CHANNEL IBERIA

"HOW TO INSPIRE ENTREPRENEURS AND PROMOTE A BANK: ONE SWEET INTEGRATION"
STRANA.SUPERTV

FIGHT CANCER
TV 2 DENMARK
DOCUMENTARY OR FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMME SPOTS

CLIMATE CHANGE THE FACTS
BBC STUDIOS

CI WHO’S THE KILLER
THE HISTORY CHANNEL IBERIA

AL MURRAY: WHY DOES EVERYONE HATE THE ENGLISH?
A+E NETWORKS

FALLING DOWN - TEASER
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORWAY

BUILDING WEEK
DE AGOSTINI EDITORE

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: VIKING WARRIOR WOMEN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EUROPE & AFRICA

ENTERTAINMENT/MUSIC/VARIETY/COMEDY PROGRAMME SPOTS

STRICTLY COME DANCING
TV 2 DENMARK

DANCING WITH THE STARS
SBS BELGIUM

MTV EMA HOST SPOT
V CREATIVE

WAKE UP TO FRIENDS
VIACOM CEEI

MASTERCHEF9
SKY ITALIA

THE ‘RUSSIANS NEVER LAUGH’ SHOW
JSC CTC NETWORK
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LEISURE & LIFESTYLE PROGRAMME SPOTS

DR PIMPLE POPPER - TLC
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

BAKE OFF FLANDERS
SBS BELGIUM

DREAM CAR: THE GAME - TVN TURBO
TVN DISCOVERY POLAND

HELL’S KITCHEN - SEASON 2
NOVA BROADCASTING GROUP

ESCAPE TO THE COUNTRY - HOME
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

EASTER FASHION WEEK
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

REALITY/UNSCRIPTED/NON-FICTION PROGRAMME SPOTS

ARE YOU REAL
DANISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION

DR PIMPLE POPPER - TLC
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

TEEN MOM YOUNG AND PREGNANT UK
V CREATIVE

INSIDERS. FROM INVISIBLE TO VISIBLE
FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL

90 DAY FIANCE - ASMR
DISCOVERY CREATIVE EMEA PAY TV

THE COUGAR HUNT
DANISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
DRAMATIC PROGRAMME SPOTS

EMPIRE “MY DESTINY”
NENT CREATIVE

MARKUS
TRBC UKRAINE

STICKS AND STONES
ITV CREATIVE

EUPHORIA LAUNCH PROMOTION
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

FLACK
UKTV CREATIVE

SKY ATLANTIC CHERNOBYL FIRST LOOK
SKY CREATIVE AGENCY

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME SPOTS

DJ - DISNEY JUNIOR REFRESH 60”
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SPONGES SONG - NICKELODEON SOUTH
VIACOMCBS NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SWEMEA

KIDS REEL - VIASAT
NENT CREATIVE

TOONY COMING BACK
WARNER MEDIA/ BOING SPAIN

SPONGEBOB & I KNOW IT ON NICKTOONS
V CREATIVE

BATMAN’S 80TH BIRTHDAY
FRANCE TELEVISIONS / FRANCE 4
LIVE SPORTS EVENT/PROGRAMME SPOTS

THE UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
MATCH PREMIER

TRAILER FOOTBALL AS IT’S MEANT TO BE - MAY 2019
DFL DIGITAL SPORTS GMBH

GIANTS_ELITLOPPET
KANAL75

FIFA WOMEN’S WORLD CUP
RAI RADITELEVISIONE ITALIANA

MOTOR SPORTS CAMPAIGN
TV8 SKY ITALIA

SKY SPORTS AJ V RUIZ II READY TO RISE
SKY CREATIVE AGENCY

SPORTS PROGRAMME SPOTS

TV 2 SPORT X
TV 2 DENMARK

TRAILER FOOTBALL AS IT’S MEANT TO BE - MAY 2019
DFL DIGITAL SPORTS GMBH

HET BEGINT BIJ FOX SPORTS - HERSTART
FOX SPORT NETHERLANDS

ELITESERIEN - GIVE ME ELITESERIEN
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORWAY

THE BALLS ARE BACK IN TOWN
FOX SPORT NETHERLANDS

NOWTV MY MATE NEIL
SKY CREATIVE AGENCY
PROGRAMME SPOT NOT USING PROGRAMME FOOTAGE

BOTCHED BORED
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

EMMERDALE BIG NIGHT OUT
ITV CREATIVE

HORROR CHRISTMAS
VIACOM CEEI

DR PIMPLE POPPER - TLC
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

FEF_02
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

STARGATE ATLANTIS
NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS

NEWS/INFORMATION PROGRAMME SPOTS

RT EN ESPANOL 10 YEARS PROMO SERIES “NOTICIAS COMO EL ARTE”
RT

THE DANISH GENERAL ELECTION
TV 2 DENMARK

HETI DORGES VIDEO
VIACOM CEEI

SEGODNYA
TRBC UKRAINE

SKYTG24CAMPAIGN
SKY ITALIA

21.30 PM NEWS
TV 2 DENMARK
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THEATRICAL FILMS/MOVIES SHOWN ON TELEVISION SPOTS

THE RIGHT KIND OF MOVIES
TNT4

CLASSIC SEAGAL
NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS

HORROR CHRISTMAS
VIACOM CEEI

ALL HEROES ONE UNIVERSE
KINO TV LTD

FEF_02
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

NOWTV GET READY FOR ENDOGMAE
SKY CREATIVE AGENCY

OPEN/TITLES

PROST MORTEM OPENING CREDITS
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS GERMANY

PROMAX AWARDS 2019 OPEN
UNITEDSENSES GMBH

EL ROAST DE JOSE MOTA - GFXS - COMEDY CENTRAL SPAIN
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)

PRIDE!
TV8 - SKY ITALIA

FOX: DEEP STATE SEASON 2 TITLE SEQUENCE
FOX EUROPE & AFRICA

THE LION OF VENICE
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN FOR A PROGRAMME

HANDBALL WORLD CUP - GET CLOSER
TV 2 DENMARK

MIRACULOUS, TALES OF LADYBUG AND CAT NOIR - LIVECHAT
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

THE OKHLOBYSTIN’S REALITY CAMPAIGN
TV-3 CHANNEL

KITCHEN. IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
JSC CTC NETWORK

TRAUMA - THE UNDERGOUND PREMIERE
13EME RUE (NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS FRANCE)

DAMIAN LEWIS: SPY WARS
A+E NETWORKS

BEST INTEGRATED MARKETING CAMPAIGN FOR A PROGRAMME

BOTCHED BORED CAMPAIGN
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

STRANGER80S
NETFLIX

THE GAME OF BALCONIES
MOVISTAR+

TRAUMA
13EME RUE (NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS FRANCE)

WAR OF THE WORLDS - CAMPAIGN
FOX EUROPE & AFRICA

RICHARD HAMMOND’S BIG - DISCOVERY
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON
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PROGRAMME KEY ART - PRINT OR DIGITAL

VIS A VIS - PIEDAD KEY ART
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

15 YEARS OF FEAR
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

MICHAEL PALIN IN NORTH KOREA
V CREATIVE

OCCUPIED S3
NENT CREATIVE

DARK S2 KEY ART
THE REFINERY

SALVEMOS NUESTRO MEDITERRÁNEO - PLASTIC WAVE
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

PROGRAMME KEY ART CAMPAIGN - PRINT OR DIGITAL

HANDBALL WORLD CUP - GET CLOSER
TV 2 DENMARK

PLANET FRANCHISE
BBC STUDIOS

ETA, THE END OF SILENCE
MOVISTAR+

MURDERTOWN 2
A+E NETWORKS

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: ONE SMALL SKETCH
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

THE CROWN S3 KEY ART & CHARACTER ART
THE REFINERY
MEDIA PLANNING

FOX ADMIRE WOMEN
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

STRANGERB00S
NETFLIX

ZULU AWARDS 2019
TV 2 DENMARK

"MARRIED AT FIRST SIGHT ITALIA" INTEGRATED CAMPAIGN
DISCOVERY CREATIVE ITALIA

PREMIERE YOURSELF
FOX PORTUGAL

DPLAY PLUS DOMINATION
DISCOVERY CREATIVE ITALIA

SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEO ASSET

BOTCHED BORED
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

ALL THAT WE SHARE - CONNECTED
TV 2 DENMARK

"SWEET REVENGE: FACE THE CAKE"
STRANASUPERTV

SKY ORIGINAL "DER PASS" SOME CLIP WEATHERCAM
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

INSTANT SUMMER
FINNISH BROADCASTING COMPANY YLE

DR PIMPLE POPPER - TLC
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON
USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

MIRACULOUS, TALES OF LADYBUG AND CAT NOIR - LIVECHAT
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

DENMARK PLANTS TREES
TV 2 DENMARK

PREMIERE YOURSELF
FOX PORTUGAL

THE GAME OF BALCONIES
MOVISTAR+

TCM CINEMA SPOILER ALERT
WARNERMEDIA CREATIVE SERVICES PARIS

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: ONE SMALL SKETCH
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

USE OF CELEBRITY/INFLUENCER/TALENT USING SOCIAL MEDIA

HANDBALL WORLD CUP - GET CLOSER
TV 2 DENMARK

ON THE TOUCHLINE WITH JOSE MOURINHO
RT

MIRACULOUS, TALES OF LADYBUG AND CAT NOIR - LIVECHAT
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

MUZHSKOYE KINO WITH STEVEN SEAGAL
BPU RED MEDIA LLC

DEEP STATE KITCHEN
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, EUROPE AND AFRICA

SYFY GAMES INFLUENCER AMBASSADOR
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS
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RADIO SPOT

FIRST DATES "LOVE IS IN THE AIR"
DISCOVERY CREATIVE ITALIA

AL MURRAY’S GREAT BRITISH PUB QUIZ - QUEST
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

90TH. INTERACTIVE AUDIO AD.
JSC CTC NETWORK

"TOURISTS FOR DMAX"
DISCOVERY CREATIVE ITALIA

RTE NEWS BRAND CAMPAIGN
RTE/RED BEE

"MARRIED AT FIRST SIGHT" RADIO SPOT
DISCOVERY CREATIVE ITALIA
Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.